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Executive Summary
In this report, we analyse how local and regional newspapers in Europe are adapting to
an increasingly digital, mobile, and platform-dominated media environment. Local news
organisations play a particularly important role in terms of serving their communities. The
challenges and opportunities they face are partly similar to those of national news organisations
(declining legacy reach and revenues, shrinking newsrooms, new chances to connect with
audiences online) but also partly distinct (most have fewer opportunities to pursue scale and more
limited resources to invest in digital media but also less direct competition in their local markets).
We focus here on the digital transition of local and regional newspapers and how they define and
navigate the challenges and opportunities they face, including creating digital-first newsrooms,
understanding and adapting to audience needs, and diversifying their business models. A key
theme is how the approaches of local newspapers’ parent companies shape the ways they adapt
to digital media.
The report is based on 48 interviews with editors, reporters, and commercial directors at newspapers
and editorial and commercial executives at their parent companies in the UK, France, Germany, and
Finland. Our case newspapers represent both independent and group-owned ownership models.
In particular, we suggest that parent companies are pursuing different overall strategies for
producing and monetising local news in the digital age. We identify three approaches: the search
for national scale, regional breadth, or local depth. These strategies influence not only how local
newsrooms make decisions about editorial content but also how they differentiate their online
and print products, discuss their audiences, cultivate social media tactics, focus their business
models, and develop plans for the future.
National scale
• Emphasis on scale
• Company-wide digital
philosophy
• Centralized online content
creation
• Traffic focus
• Online ads model
• Offers access to large network

Regional breadth
• Emphasis on regional growth
• Solutions-focused digital
experts
• Distinct newsroom cultures
• Access to centralized national
content to allow for focus on
local reporting
• Paid content models
• Continued emphasis on
potential of print

Local depth
• Editorial and advertising
strategies driven by local
community/region
• Distinct newsroom cultures
• Smaller online teams
• Paid content models, often
based on premium content

(1) National scale: This strategy emphasises economies of scale, pursued through the
acquisition of a portfolio of different titles that, in aggregate, can draw the largest possible
audience, which is in turn primarily monetised through advertising. This approach was most
evident among the national parent companies in the sample, particularly in the UK. These
companies tend to feature centralised newsrooms producing online content that can then be
shared across multiple newspapers and adapted to local markets. They also seek to minimise
costs through shared digital advertising sales, human resources, etc. These companies pursue
a common digital culture across their holdings through in-newsroom training, conference
calls, and company-wide editorial initiatives. Interviewees discussed both the benefits of this
structure (access to digital experts and tools, a large network of local newspapers, robust web
content) and challenges (what some saw as difficult-to-meet traffic targets).
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(2) Regional breadth: This approach also emphasises economies of scale but focuses
on developing a more focused portfolio of editorial and other offers for a particular, often
contiguous, region. The aim is to achieve a strong and distinct market position in that specific
area, a position that local publishers increasingly seek to monetise through paid content
models and the pursuit of auxiliary forms of revenue from events, services, e-commerce, and
the like to supplement advertising. This approach is evident in large regional companies in
France, Germany, and Finland, countries that have long sustained a robust local and regional
press. As in the national-scale approach, these organisations often feature centralised
newsrooms for national content while emphasising regionalism in editorial content and
considerable centralisation of back-end functions, such as ad sales and human resources.
However, companies focused on building a broad range of offers tailored to the different
communities in the region they serve often give local titles autonomy to address specific needs,
and affiliated newspapers maintain distinct cultures.
(3) Local depth: This approach is pursued by individual local titles and groups and by those
owned by smaller parent companies. Examples include Finland’s Kaleva, France’s Nice-Matin,
Germany’s Main-Post, and the UK’s Kent Messenger. These organisations remain editorially and
financially powered by their communities and regions – reporting on smaller geographic areas
and in many cases relying on local advertising and print subscriptions. Like larger groups pursuing
regional breadth, they increasingly look beyond display advertising and seek to sustain themselves
through premium content and subscription models as well as auxiliary revenue sources. These
organisations are often highly tailored to the specific areas they serve but tend to have fewer
resources and hence less complex infrastructures for digital production than other companies in
the sample. Their emphasis on a more targeted geographic area and audience also make them
less able to realise economies of scale and more dependent on local support in the long run.
All of these approaches are distinct from a more resigned strategy that is seen in some parts of
the local and regional news industry, where companies focus on cutting costs to remain profitable
even as legacy revenues decline. All of the approaches discussed here involve investment in
developing new digital offerings and ways of engaging local communities that are not solely
focused on extracting short-term operating profits from a declining print business.
This orientation toward the future is critically important for the future of local news, both as a
business and as a part of local communities. Most of the local news organisations we cover here
still generate 80–90% of their revenues – and sometimes more – from legacy print operations
that are in clear structural decline. Although many of them are building impressive new digital
offerings, across their websites, social media accounts, and other channels, they have significantly
lower reach among younger people in their communities than they have had historically among
their older print readers. Like many other news organisations, they find themselves in a position
where some of the companies with whom they compete for advertising revenues – large platform
companies like Facebook and Google – are also central to how they reach their online audiences
through search engines and social media.
The traditional bundle of local news combined with other information about the weather, movie
listings, sports results, and various forms of advertising is less attractive to younger users, and
many interviewees believe that the classic combination of a traditional package overwhelmingly
funded through advertising will not remain the mainstay of local journalism. Their commitment
to continued experimentation is based on their recognition of the pressing need to continue
to evolve the ways they serve their local communities through their journalism, as well as the
digital business models that enable this aim. For all the impressive work already done, the digital
transition of local news is still clearly at an early stage.
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Introduction
Local news plays a vital role in democratic societies. Local news organisations, from legacy
players such as newspapers and TV and radio stations to emerging actors such as hyperlocal news
websites, have a distinctive ability to connect and empower their audiences through informing
them about their communities and equipping them with the information they need to become
active participants (Harte et al. 2017; Nygren et al. 2017). Local newspapers, in particular, have long
occupied dominant positions in their media environments, facing little competition – for readers or
advertisers – and in many cases offering information not available anywhere else (Nielsen 2015b).
The future of local media, however, has become increasingly uncertain, with the shift to a digital-,
mobile-, and platform-dominated media environment and the resulting changes in audience
behaviour affecting this sector perhaps even more acutely than national and international
media (Ali and Radcliffe 2017; Cornia et al. 2016, 2017; Newman et al. 2017; Sehl et al. 2016, 2017).
Historically, advertising was the most important source of revenue for many local newspapers,
and because they were the main publication available in their communities, they had considerable
market power and could operate sometimes very profitable businesses. The move to digital media
has changed this status profoundly. Advertisers increasingly invest in online advertising, which
is dominated by large US-based platform companies that offer low prices, precise targeting, and
unduplicated reach. Local newspapers cannot compete directly, and online, their traditional
business model, advertising, is thus existentially challenged. As one advertising executive put it:
‘Local isn’t valuable anymore. Anyone can sell local’ (quoted in Nielsen 2015a).
The need for local news organisations, particularly newspapers, to adapt to these trends and
demonstrate their relevance while facing declining advertising revenues, circulation rates, and staff
sizes has resulted in a perfect storm for layoffs, buyouts, and even closures. In this report, we look at
how eight European local and regional newspapers operating in different countries are adapting to
these shifts and evolving both their editorial offerings and the business that underpins it.
Despite their shared emphasis on uniting diverse audiences in specific geographic areas (Powers et
al. 2015) and generally strong sense of democratic purpose to provide analysis and accountability
(Coleman et al. 2016), local media should not be regarded as monolithic. Understanding the
outlook for local news requires considering both variations among and within countries, such as
assessing differences in media systems and between rural and urban news organisations (Nielsen
2015a). Across Europe, local media environments feature significant differences, with strong
public- and private-sector national news but a heavily consolidated local press in the UK, marketdominant regional newspaper companies in France, and robust local and regional newspapers in
Germany and the Nordic countries. Therefore, comparatively evaluating local media is vital.
This report examines challenges and opportunities facing European local newspapers and how
they have responded to shifts in audience preferences, revenue opportunities, and ownership
requirements. In particular, the report addresses three components of local news: editorial
strategies, including the routines and processes through which journalists at local newspapers
produce news; distribution strategies, specifically how expectations have changed in response to
the need to deliver news on digital platforms and via mobile in particular; and business strategies,
including both existing and emerging revenue sources.
This research is based on 48 interviews conducted between November 2017 and February 2018
with managers, editors, reporters, and business staff members at local and regional newspapers
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and their parent companies in four countries. The countries selected – Finland, France, Germany,
and the UK – represent different media systems (Hallin and Mancini 2004), and the chosen
newspapers operate according to different ownership models.
We chose two similar-sized local or regional newspapers in each of the countries: the
Huddersfield Examiner and the Kent Messenger (UK), Kaleva and Etelä-Suomen Sanomat (Finland),
Westfalenpost and Main-Post (Germany), and Ouest-France and Nice-Matin (France). We also
interviewed representatives from the newspapers’ parent companies (Trinity Mirror for the
Huddersfield Examiner, Keskisuomalainen for Etelä-Suomen Sanomat, and Funke Mediengruppe for
Westfalenpost). Two of the newspapers, Kent Messenger (KM Media Group) and Main-Post, are part of
family-owned regional companies. We interviewed representatives from other local and regional
news companies in the countries as well: NOZ Medien in Germany and Johnston Press in the UK.
The majority (41) of the interviews were conducted in person, while the remaining interviews were
conducted over the phone or via Skype. See the appendix for a complete list of interviewees.
We aimed to interview staff members at multiple levels of the newspapers in the sample,
including editors responsible for developing and implementing their organisations’ editorial and
digital strategies, as well as editors and reporters who report local news. We also interviewed
business staff members to better understand how commercial practices are changing in the
digital environment as well as executives involved with developing editorial, production, and
commercial strategies at the company level, particularly for digital news.
Etelä-Suomen Sanomat (“Southern Finland News”) is a metropolitan daily newspaper
published in Lahti in southern Finland. Founded in 1900, the newspaper became EteläSuomen Sanomat in 1914 after the merger of multiple newspapers in the area. The
newspaper was family-owned until 2016, when it was purchased by Keskisuomalainen
Oyj. The Keskisuomalainen media group consists of 61 newspapers, including paid local
newspapers and free city papers, as well as a radio station.

Kaleva is a daily regional newspaper that has been published in Oulu in northern
Finland since 1899. The newspaper, which is the largest in northern Finland, also
has offices in Raahe and Vaala. The Kaleva media group publishes Kaleva as well
as Forum24, a free city newspaper for Oulu city center. Kaleva recently acquired
Lapin Kansa, a regional newspaper published in Rovaniemi, and two free city
newspapers.
Nice-Matin is a regional newspaper group based in Nice in southeastern France.
The group, which was founded in 1944 and consists of newspapers Nice-Matin,
Var-Matin, and Monaco-Matin, was formerly owned by Groupe Hersant Média.
Facing bankruptcy in 2014, employees formed a cooperative and crowd-sourced
more than €400,000, as well as secured other financial support, to acquire the
media group.
Ouest-France is a regional newspaper group based in Rennes in western France.
Founded in 1944, the Ouest-France group includes 58 editorial offices in 12
departments in Brittany, Lower Normandy, Pays de la Loire, and Paris. OuestFrance publishes 53 daily local editions and two digital editions, as well as owns
newspapers including 20 Minutes, La Presse de la Manche, Le Maine Libre, and
Courrier de l’Ouest and radio stations Hit West and Radio Cristal.
Main-Post is a daily regional newspaper based in Würzburg in Franconia,
Bavaria, Germany. Beginning as Würzburg General-Anzeiger in 1883, Main-Post
was licensed in 1945. The Holtzbrinck publishing group owned the newspaper
until 2011, when the family separated from Main-Post. It is now owned by
Mediengruppe Pressedruck, a family-owned publisher in Augsburg, Germany.
The Main-Post Group includes the flagship newspaper and 16 local editions, as
well as four other newspaper titles.
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Westfalenpost is a daily regional newspaper based in Hagen. It is the largest
newspaper in southwest Westphalia, Germany. Westfalenpost is one of 12
regional newspapers owned by Funke Mediengruppe. The newspaper was
founded in 1946 and includes 13 local editions.
Kent Messenger is a weekly newspaper serving the Kent area in England.
Launched in 1859, the newspaper is the flagship title for KM Media Group and
includes local editions in Maidstone, Malling, Weald, Medway, and Sittingbourne.
The KM Media Group publishes nine paid-for and four free newspapers, as well
as KentOnline.co.uk. Its holdings also include the kmfm radio network and
KMTV TV station. Formerly family-owned, KM Media Group Ltd. was acquired by
Iliffe Media Ltd. in April 2017.
The Huddersfield Daily Examiner is a daily newspaper based in Huddersfield in
West Yorkshire, England. It began as the Huddersfield & Holmfirth Examiner in
1851 and has been published as a daily newspaper since 1871. The newspaper has
been owned by the Trinity Mirror group, the largest regional publisher in the UK,
since 1999.

This report thus takes a broad look at the practices and perspectives of local and regional news
organisations. We found that organisations, across their different starting points and the contexts
in which they operate, face similar challenges, including shrinking circulations and advertising
revenues for their print publications and enhanced pressure to respond to digital shifts through
reorganising their editorial production processes and investing in digital media, such as websites,
digital editions, apps, video, and social platforms. The ways they approach these changes, however,
have taken different forms – we identify the search for national scale, the pursuit of regional
breadth, and the aim of local depth as three strategies.
The first two approaches aim to realise economies of scale but potentially risk titles becoming
‘local in name only’, whereas localisation ties a title tightly to its local community but may result in
difficulty maintaining a sustainable business. All the titles covered still generate a large majority
of their revenues from print, but circulation continues to decline and the readership is ageing,
so developing new digital offerings is critical both from a business point of view and for the
newspapers to continue serving their communities. Even the most successful local titles will likely
have to continue to cut their costs as legacy revenues decline and digital revenues and auxiliary
sources of revenues, such as events and e-commerce, are unlikely to compensate for revenues
fundamentally premised on a form of market power that even the most popular and innovative
local news organisations simply no longer have. That said, the impressive new initiatives launched
by many of the organisations covered here, as well as their commitment to continued investment
in both their core editorial mission as well as new experiments with digital media, show how
committed they are to the digital transition of local news.
This report is structured as follows. First, we assess the interviewees’ perspectives on the most
significant challenges and opportunities facing their organisations. We then examine efforts
to streamline editorial, digital, and commercial strategies across the news companies. We also
address how the newspapers implement digital-first cultures, as well as how they use social media
and reach audiences in innovative ways. We then consider efforts to diversify the newspapers’
business models. Lastly, we assess how the functions of local media are changing in the digital
news environment and conclude with a summary of the findings.
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1. Local News and Digital Media
Like their national and international counterparts in the private sector, local newspapers
continuously work to adapt their editorial and business models to remain relevant and financially
viable in the digital media environment. Newspapers around Europe have seen declining print
revenues, and although leading newspapers have invested significantly in digital offerings, the
gains they achieve often fail to compensate for print losses (Cornia et al. 2016).
Among local and regional newspapers, these efforts are evident in the ways interviewees
described the most significant challenges and opportunities facing their organisations.
Their responses reflect issues facing news media organisations around the world – from
monetising digital content and increasing online subscriptions to drawing younger readers to
the influence of Google and Facebook on online traffic (Newman et al. 2017) – and concerns
specific to the local sector.
Staff members with nearly all of the newspapers in the sample noted that they have faced
declining circulation numbers and advertising revenues, particularly for print, and they have
struggled to find ways to attract new (in many cases, younger) readers in an increasingly crowded
digital media environment as well as to monetise online content and traffic.
Édouard Reis Carona, editor-in-chief for digital content and innovation at Ouest-France, said the
company has lost 25% of its print advertising revenues in less than ten years and, as a result,
is shifting its focus to creating loyal online readers who are willing to pay for local content and
become subscribers for both print and digital products.1
Other newspapers, such as the Huddersfield Examiner, focus on ‘turning page views into revenue
and income’, as news editor Martin Shaw described.2 Lauren Ballinger, executive editor of the
Huddersfield Examiner, said one reader recently complained that the newspaper is focused on
‘clickbait’ to increase web traffic rather than providing information.
I said, ‘Well, we’re a business. We’re trying to keep the Examiner going for future generations, and
the only way we can do that, because people aren’t buying as many papers anymore, is getting
people on our website.’ I mean, he’s somebody who clearly just wants his news for free. He doesn’t
want to come to the website; he just wants to be told this stuff and feels an entitlement to that
information.3
For NOZ Medien in Germany, editorial operations continue to be subsidised by print. However,
the company has accumulated ‘a huge pile of content and a huge pile of local and regional
content’, which distinguishes it from national players like Spiegel Online, according to Joachim
Dreykluft, a research and development specialist for NOZ Medien and digital editor for shz.de.
As a result, ‘The biggest task is to invent things that will be able to establish an independent
digital journalism.’4
Teppo Koskinen writes for a special Sunday section of Etelä-Suomen Sanomat called
Sunnuntaisuomalainen, which is shared among four newspapers throughout the region. He said
	 Édouard Reis Carona, editor-in-chief for digital content and innovation, Ouest-France, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Rennes on 15 Dec.
2017.
2
 Martin Shaw, news editor, Huddersfield Examiner, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Huddersfield on 29 Nov. 2017.
3
 Lauren Ballinger, executive editor, Huddersfield Examiner, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Huddersfield on 29 Nov. 2017.
4
 Joachim Dreykluft, research and development specialist, NOZ Medien, and digital editor, shz.de, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in
Hamburg on 7 Dec. 2017.
1
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a primary obstacle is convincing potential audiences that the newspaper offers stories that ‘they
feel are relevant to their everyday lives. … Content that they feel the need to pay for’.5
This task can be particularly difficult in the case of younger readers, who have access to multiple
information channels and are increasingly intolerant of some forms of digital advertising. As Kirsi
Hakaniemi, head of digital business for Keskisuomalainen, described:
Are they still interested in local life? We assume that when you start a family and go to a job and
buy a house, the local life becomes more interesting, too. … We have to follow the reader and the
user, we have to serve them content, whatever it is that they want, and we have to serve it wherever
and in whatever device they want to use it.6
Kajo Fritz, a section manager for regional news at Westfalenpost, described a need to ‘find new ways
of journalism that fit perfectly to the wishes of our readers’, including podcasts, videos, and other
multimedia approaches. He added:
We have to get new readers or younger people, and we have to be stronger. We must do this kind of
journalism. It’s not enough only to print articles like for the last 70 years.7
Mira Nagar, a digital editor with shz.de, said that although her organisation works to meet the
demands of online readers, such as by continually posting new content and connecting with them
via WhatsApp newsletters, she does not want to neglect print customers.
The challenge is to keep pace while not losing those older generations or traditional people … who
read our news on paper the next day or the day after it happens.8
Jarkko Haukilahti, regional manager for Etelä-Suomen Sanomat, said his organisation has raised
subscription prices to counter declining advertising revenues, which prices out some of its older
readers, a historically loyal demographic who may live alone or have low pensions.9
Trinity Mirror, the biggest regional media company in the UK, with more than 110 regional
newspapers, has built audience scale, but, according to Ed Walker, editor (digital) for Trinity Mirror
Regionals, the company must focus on better understanding and engaging its audience, such
as by increasing diversity within its social media followings and reaching specific groups and
communities. He said one of the company’s biggest opportunities is video.
We’re seeing some real successes in creating native video because we have unique stories and
unique content, which is a huge diversifier on social media. We cover specific geographies, so no
one else is making that content.10
Piers North, group digital director for Trinity Mirror, put it this way: ‘In digital, you need to be either
very, very big or very, very niche.’11
The interviewees also recognised the risks of relying on third-party platforms, such as Facebook.
As Mark Thompson, head of audience engagement for Yorkshire for Johnston Press, described:
T
 eppo Koskinen, staff writer, Etelä-Suomen Sanomat, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Lahti on 14 Nov. 2017.
K
 irsi Hakaniemi, head of digital business, Keskisuomalainen, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Helsinki on 15 Nov. 2017.
7
K
 ajo Fritz, section manager for regional news, Westfalenpost, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Hagen on 4 Dec. 2017.
8
M
 ira Nagar, digital editor, shz.de, interviewed by Joy Jenkins via phone on 17 Jan. 2018.
9
J arkko Haukilahti, regional manager, Etelä-Suomen Sanomat, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Lahti on 14 Nov. 2017.
10
Ed Walker, editor (digital), Trinity Mirror Regionals, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Manchester on 1 Dec. 2017.
11
Piers North, group digital director, Trinity Mirror, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in London on 12 Jan. 2018.
5
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There is no guarantee, there is no contract there; they can tweak the algorithms without telling us.
… I think the opportunity also is finding new channels, finding a new way to reach people, so we are
going much harder on newsletters, more web apps, groups. We need to have a bit more diversity in
regards to how we get our content out.12
Similarly, Steven Thomas, director of emerging products for Johnston Press, said his company’s
focus should be less on driving scale and more on ‘creating content that readers will connect to
and, ideally, pay for’.
Now that may well be multiple niche products that talk to a particular subject or have a particular
geographic code or angle, but we need to have the patience to support gradually moving towards
a combination of free-to-view and paid models. [ … ] We’re a newspaper business adapting well to
the digital challenge. We still make the majority of our revenue from newspaper sales, but digital
revenue is continuing to increase. You have to keep the quality up, and you also have to accept you
cannot only work within the constraints of your current product suite.13
In addition to convincing readers of the value of investing in digital content, interviewees also said
they have faced challenges in convincing their newsrooms that online content is as valuable as
print. This task can be particularly difficult in that most newspapers are not increasing staff sizes
to accommodate the enhanced workload of a 24-hour online news cycle. Even so, they expressed
that in the ever-changing digital environment, the need to adapt to new trends and audience
preferences is vital.
Julia Back, an editor at Main-Post, said that because print remains the primary revenue source,
convincing staff members to conform to a digital-first focus is difficult.
It’s one thing our readers are not used to, to pay for something online. But also the journalists
are not used to it, to concentrate online. It’s a generation thing. Especially the older colleagues
sometimes find it hard to think online first, or mobile first. Print is everything for them, and it’s
hard to accept that it’s changing.14
Editors said recruiting young journalists to local newspapers is also difficult. Geraldine Allinson,
chairman of KM Media Group, said her company has struggled to retain and attract new talent.
Young people don’t see newspapers as a place where there’s going to be huge opportunities, so I
think there’s that un-sexy, not cool side of things. Plus, a lot of people are very talented. Expecting
people to do what they do for the money we can afford to pay them when other companies pay
them a lot more is another difficult issue.15
Despite these challenges, interviewees see opportunities in the distinctive relationships
they share with their readers and communities. Wayne Ankers, editor of the Huddersfield
Examiner, said that although he asks his staff not only to cover breaking news but also
produce video, photos, and social media posts, these efforts ensure that the newspaper can
drive discussions.
If we start being the driver of the conversations that are important to local people, that’ll mean
that people trust us more, come to us more, and want to have a dialogue with us more. … People
don’t know what the Examiner stands for digitally, whereas they do know what we stand for print12
13
14
15

Mark Thompson, head of audience engagement for Yorkshire for Johnston Press, interviewed by Joy Jenkins via Skype on 26 Jan. 2018.
Steven Thomas, director of emerging products, Johnston Press, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in London on 11 Jan. 2018.
Julia Back, editor, Main-Post, interviewed by Joy Jenkins via phone on 17 Jan. 2018.
Geraldine Allinson, chairman, KM Media Group, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Maidstone on 9 Jan. 2018.
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wise. So, it’s getting people to trust us as a digital brand. I think that, once we’ve cracked that, our
audience will continue to grow.16
Damien Allemand, chief of the digital newsroom for Nice-Matin, said that, in some cases, local and
regional newspapers are using the same strategies as national media online or even leading them.
For example, ‘For solutions journalism, there are national media who call us nowadays, saying:
“How do you do this? How does that work?” because they’d like to do that themselves. Whereas
before, that never happened.’17
Table 1 highlights characteristics of the current media landscape for the countries covered,
particularly in terms of digital news consumption and media advertising expenditures. Table 2
depicts the reach of the newspapers in the sample.
Table 1: Media markets for countries covered
Finland

France

Germany

UK

Population (millions)

5.5

66.9

82.7

65.6

Internet penetration

93%

87%

90%

95%

Printed newspapers as a main source of news

11%

4%

6%

10%

Newspaper websites/apps as a main source of news

26%

11%

6%

11%

Social media as a main source of news

8%

11%

7%

9%

Facebook use for news

35%

43%

25%

29%

Smartphone use for news

57%

44%

41%

49%

1,168m

10,326m

19,885m

17,072m

212

154

240

260

400m

746m

4,720m

1461m

73

11

57

22

Internet

324

3,323

6,266

9,454

Per capita

59

50

76

144

Change in internet advertising (2012–16)

+46%

+30%

+67%

+76%

Change in newspaper advertising (2012–16)

-31%

-25%

-14%

-35%

Media use (2017)

Advertising expenditures (€)
Total advertising expenditures
Advertising expenditure per capita
Advertising expenditures per medium (€)
Newspapers
Per capita

Change in advertising expenditures

Source: Adapted from Cornia et al. 2016: 13. Data: World Bank (2017) for population per country in 2016; Internet World
Stats (2017) for Internet penetration in June 2017; Newman et al. (2017) and additional analysis on the basis of data from
digitalnewsreport.org (calculation based on weighted base) for printed newspaper use in 2017, websites/apps of newspapers use,
and social media use in 2017 (Q4. You say you’ve used these sources of news in the last week, which would you say is your MAIN
source of news?), Facebook use for news in 2017 (Q12B. Which, if any, of the following have you used for finding, reading, watching,
sharing or discussing news in the last week?), and for smartphone use for news in 2017 (Q8b. ‘Which, if any, of the following
devices have you used to access news in the last week?’); WAN-IFRA (2017) for size of the national advertising market (total
advertising expenditure in € millions, exchange rates GB£1.00/€1.17 31 Dec. 2016) in 2016, distribution of that expenditure across
media, and changes in internet advertising expenditures 2012–16.
16
17
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Table 2: Local and regional newspapers covered
Country

Organisation Print
Total Monthly
Circulation Unique Users
(000)

Finland
Finland

Etelä-Suomen
Sanomat
Kaleva

France

Nice-Matin

France

Ouest-France

Germany Main-Post
Germany Westfalenpost
UK
UK

Huddersfield
Examiner
Kent
Messenger
Group

88,000

887
(ess.fi)
52,465
922
(www.kaleva.fi)
133,594
943
(nicematin.com)
730,000

Number of
Journalists
50
75 (two local
editions)
190 (14 local
editions)

Parent Company

Total Annual
Revenues
of Parent
Company
Keskisuomalainen
€174m (2017)
Oyj
Kaleva Oy
€54.7m
(group, 2017)
Groupe Nice€86m (2017)
Matin

4,782 530 (53 local Société Ouest(ouest-france.fr)
editions) France

115,000

174
(mainpost.de)
110,000
214
(wp.de)
12,351
1,077
(examiner.co.uk)
62,845
1,163
(kentonline.
co.uk)

150 (16 local
editions)
131 (13 local
editions)
10

Mediengruppe
Pressedruck
Funke
Mediengruppe
Trinity Mirror plc

75 (21 local Iliffe Media Ltd.
editions)

€321m (journal),
€1b (group)
(2017)
€477.6m
(group, 2016)
€1.3b (2015)
£623m (2017)
£22.2m (2017)

Sources: Circulation and journalist numbers from interviewees; reach data from comScore (total unique visitors, Dec. 2017–Jan.
2018); ess.fi total unique visitors reported from interviewee (13 Jan.–12 Feb. 2018); total revenues from interviewees, KalevaKonserni press release 11 Apr. 2018 (www.kalevakonserni.fi/2018/04/11/kaleva-organisoi-toimintojaan-uudelleen-aloittaa-ytneuvottelut/), Unternehmens-Register 2016 report for Presse-Druck- und Verlags-GmbH, and Trinity Mirror plc Annual Report
2017.
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2. Streamlining Digital Editorial and Commercial Efforts
As consolidation continues to shape the management structures of local newspapers, particularly
in Germany, Finland, and the UK, parent companies have developed strategies for streamlining
editorial and advertising processes across their newsrooms, often to develop more efficient
procedures for publishing digital content and attracting online advertisers (Hess and Waller 2017;
Sjøvaag 2014).
The local and regional media companies in the sample, including Trinity Mirror, Johnston Press,
Keskisuomalainen, Funke Mediengruppe, and NOZ Medien, discussed strategies such as companywide content management systems, centralised newsrooms, training journalists how to better use
analytics, centralised digital advertising platforms, and research and development departments
for new editorial and commercial products.
This chapter focuses first on the organisational structures for digital editorial and commercial
production that the companies have implemented or are implementing (2.1). The chapter then
addresses how staff members describe the relationship between their newspapers and their
parent companies (2.2).

2.1 Organisational Structures for Digital Production
Interviewees in the sample discussed diverse ways local and regional media companies are
organised to enhance digital production. These efforts have been initiated to streamline the
processes for creating online content, including articles, photos, videos, infographics, and other
multimedia approaches, and make them available to newspapers to alleviate their workload and
ensure they have content that is both online- and social-media-ready.
In the UK, Trinity Mirror is organised into regional centres, which create digital content, such as
articles and videos, available to smaller newsrooms in their areas. For example, as editor Wayne
Ankers explained, the Huddersfield Examiner publishes many ‘informational articles’ on its website,
such as service articles, ‘because there’s quite a hunger for them’.
It’s a general area of interest everyone can relate to, no matter where they are geographically.
Then, the central team will produce a video to go with that piece of content. So there’s a video
explainer as well as the sort of traditional words and pictures. Then you decide whether that will
be interesting to your particular readership.18
Each week, representatives from the regional centres, urban hubs, and county sites discuss what
content has performed well on their websites, what stories newsrooms could incorporate, and
new ideas for content, said Helen Harper, head of communities for Trinity Mirror Regionals.
During these meetings, Harper shares ideas for large-scale editorial projects in which newspapers
around the company can participate, such as profiles of families to recognise World Prematurity
Day, packages on mental health, and historical looks at communities (see Figure 1). To prepare for
the World Prematurity Day coverage, Harper contacted Bliss, a UK charity focused on babies born
premature or sick, which provided data as well as sources the newspapers could use. Harper said
the coverage not only reflected the importance of the issue to readers but also allowed them to
get involved and share their experiences:
18

Wayne Ankers, editor, Huddersfield Examiner, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Huddersfield on 29 Nov. 2017.
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So many people got in touch, with their own stories and sharing it, and I think that’s important, and
also when you look at how much time people spent reading the article, it wasn’t just a quick flip-inflip-out. They were spending time with it, and they were reading. They were genuinely interested.19
Figure 1: A sample of the coverage the Coventry Telegraph, a Trinity Mirror newspaper, produced for
World Prematurity Day in November 2017

Trinity Mirror also hosts private Facebook
groups where editorial staff members can
share ideas with other newsrooms; provides
two-day training seminars focused on topics
such as digital storytelling and analytics tools;
and offers in-newsroom training in which
digital supervisors work alongside journalists
on practical skills, such as learning a new
content management system, said Ed Walker,
editor (digital) for Trinity Mirror Regionals.
Walker said the company’s digital audience
growth has resulted largely from using
analytics effectively:

This story might have had a lot of traffic, but did
it all come from Google? Or did it come from
Facebook? What are the demographics that
are engaging with this story? Is it because it got
shared by a specific Facebook group or page? And when you start to understand underneath that
headline number, that really helps your story selection and your content decisions. … When we’re
commissioning a piece of content, we’re very aware of what audience we’re writing for. And it’s not
just about getting a big number; it’s about getting the right kind of numbers with that story.20
Trinity Mirror is working to better connect its 700 regional advertising representatives as well as
ensure digital advertising experts are present within the regional centres to help support the other
staff members, group digital director Piers North said.21
Johnston Press, which owns 300 weekly newspapers and 18 daily newspapers, as well as 323
local websites, manages digital hubs in London, Leeds, and Edinburgh. Mark Thompson, head of
audience engagement for Yorkshire, oversees a digital team of ten staff members who work with
160 journalists and 26 newspapers across the region. He said his team ensures that the journalists
report stories that can be published across outlets, and the team creates more ‘easily digestible’
content, such as short stories, lists, photo galleries, videos, and live blogs. He also tracks statistical
performance and reports the results to the newsrooms to help them get more ‘mileage’ out of
their content by adding photos, videos, and links and posting on social media.
When I started in journalism 11 years ago in a very kind of straightforward news team of writers,
news desk, subs, editor – you could watch a story go through the system and you knew exactly what
each step was. Whereas now the live reporter covers an incident, the digital team will see that and
think, oh, we can do a bit more with that, I’ll head down and get some video, I’ll pull some tweets,
create a list. The news team will then take that on, they will put the calls in, etc. ... Before, we would
just go step by step. Now it’s a bit more fluid, I guess. No single story will be dealt with the same way.
19
20
21

Helen Harper, head of communities, Trinity Mirror Regionals, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Colwyn Bay on 24 Nov. 2017.
Ed Walker, editor (digital), Trinity Mirror Regionals, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Manchester on 1 Dec. 2017.
Piers North, group digital director, Trinity Mirror, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in London on 12 Jan. 2018.
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Johnston Press trains employees using the We Are Digital Academy, a website with best-practice
guides on shooting and editing videos and attaching them to articles; in-house training on using
social media, creating online quizzes, and other topics; and daily emails ‘reinforcing good practice’,
Thompson said. Newsrooms are also encouraged to meet targets for page views (the company’s
top revenue generator), video views, and social engagement. Ultimately, Thompson said, the
company has made service journalism its main focus for revenue potential.
That’s when readers come to us not really because they want to read great journalism – they do –
but they also want to know, can I get out of my house today because of the snow? Is my train going
to be on time? Where can I go for a drink tonight? How well is my kid’s school doing? When do the
bin collections start again after Christmas? … I think everyone has seen that actually, they are not
silly stories; they are stories that affect everyone’s lives.22
NOZ Medien has launched a Hamburg-based research and development team, accompanying
digital teams in Flensburg and Osnabrück, which focuses on two goals to serve the company’s
42 newspapers: (1) building technical ecosystems and infrastructure (i.e., content management
systems for print and digital), and (2) content strategy.
Nicolas Fromm, managing director of digital for NOZ Medien/mh:n Medien, said the Hamburg
team is developing an editing tool through which newsrooms can build ‘different storylines’
to enhance print content. The tool will allow editorial staff members to consider the potential
audiences for their stories and add digital features, such as a live blog or a quiz. The editor will
also provide data about how the article performs online, including commenting, sharing, and user
demographics, as well as comparisons between different channels (the website versus Facebook,
for example).23
The Hamburg team is working on two projects funded by Google Digital News Initiative grants:
Ambient News, which aims to better understand readers’ daily news consumption habits and
develop technical interfaces to provide them with content, and a project to increase the number
of registered users on NOZ websites as part of a broader initiative to prepare for General Data
Protection Regulation and offer personalised content for online visitors, such as suggesting
content to them based on their interests or location.
Over the last five years, the Finnish local news industry has seen increasing consolidation, with
companies such as Sanoma and Alma media acquiring new publications. Keskisuomalainen
acquired Etelä-Suomen Sanomat in autumn 2016 and owns 61 other newspapers around Finland.
Kirsi Hakaniemi, head of digital business for Keskisuomalainen, said that although print accounts
for the largest share of revenues for the company, it is also focused on developing new revenue
sources, including online advertising, subscriptions to online articles and newspaper e-editions,
and marketing and research services for B2B clients. To encourage these developments,
Hakaniemi’s ‘digital hub’ of 20 staff members works with print and online editors to develop
strategies so they can collaborate and ‘work more like a start-up’. This approach allows the
company to treat its digital and traditional editions like a network or a bigger brand, rather than
individual local companies.
As such, the company organises work groups, such as digital editors from the different newsrooms,
who gather every two weeks to prioritise needs and develop best practices for topics ranging from
social media to analytics to paywalls. As Hakaniemi described:
22
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It’s better to share information and share all the analytics so we don’t have to – like, in Finland, we
say that you don’t have to invent the bicycle again and again. But it’s a really big cultural shift, I
think, and we are on the way. We have to do more and more communicating and sharing what we
learn from each other. We have groups, which are sharing things, but we don’t have to do the same
thing 10 times when we can do it one time and spread it everywhere and then use those leftover
resources for other things.
Hakaniemi said the company’s newspapers have different approaches and structures for
producing and monetising digital content – although Etelä-Suomen Sanomat is a digital-first
newsroom, not all newspapers have advanced to this point – so her development team works
to identify the best model for digital production and implement it in newspapers across the
company. Her team, which is based in Jyväskylä, Lahti, Kuopio, and Vantaa and includes project
managers, coders, a user-interface designer, analytics experts, B2B and B2C development
managers, an AdOps team, and Google and Facebook ad specialists, has long-term goals, such
as creating infrastructures for online registration, subscriptions, and display ads, as well as shortterm projects, such as creating photos, maps, charts, quizzes, and other multimedia features
newsrooms can easily integrate. As Hakaniemi describes:
They have the ideas and they get to talk about the ideas with my team, and then we will do the
solution and help them to make the solution if they don’t have time to do it, or perhaps we can
develop a tool that the editorial department can use again and again to give the stories more
reach.24
Keskisuomalainen also includes a centralised editorial desk providing national content to its
affiliated newspapers.
In Germany, Funke Mediengruppe, which owns Westfalenpost, reorganised its digital production
after buying two newspapers and several magazines in Berlin and Hamburg in 2013. The company
implemented a central newsroom in Berlin that produces national and international economic
and political news for the company’s 12 regional newspapers. Funke also incorporated a Berlinbased digital unit that serves as a linking unit between the different newspapers, newsrooms,
and departments and that works on requests, such as developing news apps, which other Funke
newspapers can also use.
Martin Körner, a communications associate for Funke, said the centralised-unit approach not only
uses the company’s resources more effectively but also allows its affiliated newspapers to spend
more time reporting local news.
When there was a football game, for example, there were at least four reporters from every single
[newsroom] who went there. And then they said, ‘Well, that’s not efficient. … We don’t need four
people to write about the same event.’ But we can say, ‘This one guy – the best football journalist
we have – goes there and can write this article for several titles so we have the best possible
content.’ And the other three journalists can focus, for example, here on premium and highquality local news.25

2.2 Relationships with Parent Companies
Our interviewees from local newspapers that are part of groups pursuing a regional-breadth
or national-scale approach often highlighted the advantages of being part of a larger company
24
25

Kirsi Hakaniemi, head of digital business, Keskisuomalainen, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Helsinki on 15 Nov. 2017.
Martin Körner, communications associate, Funke Mediengruppe, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Hagen on 4 Dec. 2017.
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offering them resources, training, and support they would not have access to otherwise. These
responses are unsurprising, as local and regional players and larger companies with declining
legacy revenues have been challenged with identifying resources for digital investments and
experimentation (Cornia et al. 2016). In contrast, interviewees at titles pursuing a localisation
strategy saw their freedom to tailor their approach to their specific community as a distinct
advantage.
Lauren Ballinger, executive editor for the Huddersfield Examiner, said the newspaper’s connection
with Trinity Mirror ensures that her newsroom maintains a digital-first philosophy. Trinity Mirror
also provides page-view targets for its desktop, mobile, and app traffic, as well as video targets. She
said meeting the targets can be difficult.
We just follow their lead really, because that’s what they – I mean, you’ve got to have some
autonomy I suppose, because we are an individual local title. So you’ve got to listen to your own
readers, which are very different here from Manchester, for example, because that’s a big city. And
it’s good that Wayne’s come, because he used to work at the Manchester Evening News. So it’s
good he’s come from there, because he can see how different the two audiences are; you’ve got to
respond differently.
Ballinger said she appreciates the connections with other Trinity Mirror newspapers, including
multiple weekly conference calls, which she said are generally but not always useful, as well as
other opportunities for sharing ideas and content, particularly national trend stories.
There are a lot of Facebook groups, where everybody shares ideas and asks questions, so that’s
really good as well. And we have central teams … and we get emails all day, every day. So this
morning in the conference [call], I had a print-out of trending videos that the trending videos team
put together, and they’re there for anyone to use. That’s one thing that I think Trinity Mirror does
really well at … having a central team that creates things. They’re out of the newsroom, so they
have time to strategise.26
Huddersfield Examiner editor Ankers echoed these benefits.
Certainly for me, being a new editor, I can speak to other editors, benefit from their experience,
bounce ideas off them. What Trinity Mirror is good about is training. … There are regular
workshops with editors and senior managers so that we can share ideas and work together. I think
that’s invaluable.27
Haukilahti, regional manager for Etelä-Suomen Sanomat, said the newspaper’s sale to
Keskisuomalainen offered an opportunity to ‘ensure that local news in this community …
would continue’. With a company the size of ESS, developing new digital tools for editorial and
commercial purposes can be challenging, he said, so working with the company’s digital team
alleviates those pressures. ESS has also benefited from access to centralised content, with 30–
40% of editorial originating from outside the newsroom.
It doesn’t matter who owns it because the stories in the newspapers are still the same. The owners
don’t tell us what to write. We are independent to do what we want. And that has been understood
here. If you don’t work like that, you don’t have a long future.28
26
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As part of the Keskisuomalainen network, the ESS news desk also works closely with three other
newspapers, with which the newspaper shares stories. News editor Markus Luukkonen said he
speaks weekly with editors at the other papers to create editorial plans for the week. The four
newspapers also share a Jyväskylä–based virtual news desk, which includes eight journalists who
cover national news.29
Main-Post is owned by a family-owned company, Mediengruppe Pressedruck, which also owns
the Augsburger Allgemeine and Südkurier Medienhaus. Julia Back, an editor for Main-Post, said she
appreciates the security of being connected to a larger company.
I know it costs a lot of money to change the work process, to invest in digitalization of our
newspaper. So it’s more comfortable to be in a publishing house that is performing very well,
where they can invest in the transformation. I think it’s harder for small newspapers, for small
publishing houses to change everything.30
KM Media Group, which publishes nine paid-for and four free newspapers, as well as oversees
KentOnline.co.uk, the kmfm radio network, and KMTV, was acquired by Iliffe Media Ltd. in April
2017. Chairman Geraldine Allinson said Iliffe Media, which was incorporated in fall 2016, was the
best owner for the company, whose revenues had been hit by the move toward digital advertising
and a growing pension liability that could only be addressed through an ownership change. KM
is working to reorganise its editorial department, and eventually production and advertising
structures, so it can better operate within the larger company.
[The sale] helps us a lot because that means we can share costs because other parts of the group
will start using our infrastructure, and some of the system decisions will be based on the fact
that we need to talk very easily across the group and work on the same systems rather than all be
building interfaces.31
Other concerns about consolidation in the local and regional newspaper market have also
emerged. For example, Trinity Mirror, which acquired regional publisher Local World in 2015
and Northern & Shell Media Group’s Express Newspapers in 2018, in addition to its extensive
existing local and regional newspaper holdings, recently drew criticism from the National Union of
Journalists for a new standalone digital business model, the ‘Live’ brand, which could result in the
elimination of nearly 100 positions in an effort to create separate print and online teams (Mayhew
2018a, 2018b). Both Trinity Mirror and Johnston Press also closed several weekly local newspapers
in 2017.

29
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3. Creating a Digital-First Culture
Editors-in-chief, managing editors, online editors, reporters, and others discussed the ways their
newsrooms have adapted to the changing habits and preferences of their target audiences.
Their digital-first focus has shaped newsroom roles, structures, and processes. In particular,
interviewees discussed integrated versus non-integrated online desks, social media use and
expectations, the role of video and multimedia storytelling, the rise of mobile consumption and
apps, and working with start-up and tech developers.
These trends reflect shifts facing national and international private-sector media as well. Like
national news organisations, the local titles covered here receive a large majority of traffic from
mobile devices, as well as search and social, and are investing in online news video (Cornia et al.
2016).
Interviewees addressed the need to better understand their audiences through analytics, surveys,
social media, and other tactics so they can connect with them based on interests, location, and
demographic qualities, spurring new editorial products and marketing strategies.
This chapter first focuses on the organisational structures for digital editorial and commercial
production within newsrooms (3.1). The second part addresses the role of social media in
newsrooms (3.2). The final part (3.3) examines how staff members describe their audiences and
how they are working to maximise – and monetise – these relationships.

3.1 Newsroom Structures for Digital Production
Most newspapers in the sample maintained separate desks in their newsrooms for digital
production, although some also emphasised that all editorial staff members become involved
with publishing articles online and incorporating multimedia content, as well as considering
article performance through analytics. Other newsrooms prioritised digital experts tasked with
maximising the online performance of articles and testing new tools.
The Finnish newspapers in the sample featured separate online desks while promoting a digitalfirst culture. At Etelä-Suomen Sanomat, section editors for news, sports, and culture focus on both
the online and print products, while an online desk of four to six staff members covers breaking
news and posts content from the other reporters online.
Kaleva considers itself a digital-first newsroom and maintains a separate online desk of six or
seven staff members, who post articles and develop multimedia presentations. Web editor Niiles
Nousuniemi said that although its online traffic has been higher than in other regional media
houses in Finland, Kaleva is working to better integrate its digital and print activities. Kaleva also
uses a bot named Clara to handle about 40% of online comments.
We’re bringing our print journalists closer to the online desk, and they’re learning how to use tools
and learn new skills. We’re also trying to change the thinking of how to create stories and help
with those. We are moving to a digital newsroom.32
The German newspapers have worked to more closely integrate their digital and print newspapers.
Westfalenpost uses a project-based editorial approach (see Figure 2), which involves planning
content not only on a daily basis but also thinking more long-term: developing themes that the
32
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staff cover through multiple print and online articles, as well as photos, videos, and podcasts, from
local crime to envisioning the future of the region, said Jost Lübben, editor-in-chief.
Westfalenpost’s crime series, published in November 2017, focused on cold cases in the region and
included articles, podcasts, and videos (Figure 2). Journalists from across the region collaborated
for eight months to report the series, and a designer in Berlin produced the graphics in
cooperation with the newsroom. Lübben said of the project:
The power for new things, creativity, was in the newsroom. And if you put people together and let
them work and give them the time and the liberty to think and to develop things, especially if they
usually do not work together … they do a fantastic thing.33
Figure 2: Westfalenpost’s crime series

In 2011, Westfalenpost developed a regional
‘cluster’ to oversee the local sections of the
newspaper. The regional desk includes four
online editors, who have become a hub for
‘online know-how’, digital editor Torsten
Berninghaus said, a support desk for online
layout, graphics, multimedia features,
copy editing, and other aspects of digital
production. The editors are each responsible
for two or three departments and travel to
those newsrooms to provide support.34
Lübben said that although the newspaper has
a separate digital desk, he is working to make
all the desks more digital. For example, the
South Westphalia Desk, which oversees the
local departments, has a new creative team –
implemented in autumn 2017 – that meets weekly to plan multimedia content, such as videos and
graphics, for the following week.35
Main-Post has worked to spread an online mentality among the editorial staff, such as hosting
‘Digital Thursdays’ in which staff members learn how to produce online teasers, headlines, and
videos. Like Westfalenpost, Main-Post aims to better plan its print and digital news offerings
through an approach Andreas Kemper, managing editor, called ‘theme management’. A team of
three theme editors evaluates local news topic suggestions and determines whether to publish in
print, online, or both; broaden the topic from the local edition into the regional newspaper; add a
video or other multimedia component; create a special delivery approach for mobile; and post it
at a certain time of day. The strategy, implemented in October 2017, has resulted in a 15% increase
in page impressions because users can easily find the stories and are primed to check back for
updates, Kemper said.
For example, after six young people died from carbon monoxide poisoning from a gas generator
operated by their father, the newspaper offered in-depth coverage of the case and the response
in the local village in the print edition, then covered the trial itself and continued to update the
details of the trial online. Kemper said that, although the newspaper is covering the same topics
33
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and producing similar content, ‘we can now manage it much, much better, and we get more of our
really good content out of the local bureaus’.
Kemper said the strategy enables Main-Post to reduce costs while producing more quality content
about the region. As such, it emphasises reaching loyal print readers while drawing new audience
members online. As Kemper described, ‘Our reporters are like a regional agency, producing
content and delivering it to the consumer, no matter which channel.’36
Theme editor Folker Quack described an article focused on a man in a small town who built a
city out of Lego bricks. Because he perceived the story would attract broader interest than just
that town, Quack placed it on the front page of the newspaper and high on its webpage. As Quack
commented: ‘Do we want to make this as the first article in just the local part of the newspaper?
No. We need this for all the people.’37
Shz.de is an online news portal for the Schleswig-Holstein region in Germany and publishes
content from 22 NOZ Medien newspapers. The online team for shz.de includes ten staff members,
with three video reporters and seven online editors, who are based at different newspapers around
the country. As Mira Nagar, a digital editor based in Flensburg, described, the digital editors review
content produced by the newspapers’ reporters and determine what would be interesting for a
broader audience, adding new features and interpretation.38
Joachim Dreykluft, a digital editor for shz.de, said he is not convinced integrated newsrooms are
the most effective approach for regional newspapers because of the chasm between approaches
to print and digital journalism.
I think digital journalism is something very different from print journalism. It has a different
rhythm over the day. We work at different times. We have users that use us at different times of the
day. ... The type of content we need for this is totally different. When you are telling a story in the
newspaper, all you have is written text and photos. In digital journalism, we have much more you
can use to tell stories.39
In developing its digital-first approach, Ouest-France aimed to transform the business digitally
while preserving its print newspaper and subscriber base. Édouard Reis Carona, editor-in-chief
for digital content and innovation, said Ouest-France aims to post all content online first, reserving
exclusive reports for the print edition, which also emphasises ‘more analysis, more interpretation,
more commentary, and less real-time news’.40
Ouest-France has also digitised its entire archives – 42 million searchable articles – and launched
an evening edition in 2013 (see Figure 3), the first digital-only newspaper in the country. It is
published from Monday to Friday at 6 p.m. The digital project includes news, background stories,
interviews, photos, and videos in a magazine-like format. Chief sub-editor Corinne Bourbeillon
said, ‘It’s not breaking news; it’s something different. People like good stories.’41 Ouest-France began
publishing a newspaper for children, ‘Dimoitou News’, in 2015.
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Figure 3: Ouest-France’s ‘L’Édition du Soir’ (‘The Evening
Edition’)

Ouest-France is also reorganising its newsroom to
emphasise its digital approach, such as incorporating
regional steering teams of three editors who determine
whether content will be posted in print, online, or both,
with a fourth editor focused on social media. In autumn
2018, the company’s regional offices began transitioning
to the EIDOS system, allowing them to use a single tool to
produce both print and online content, as well as upload
stories from their iPhones, said Fabrice Bazard, director
of digital activities.42 Ouest-France has also created a startup accelerator to develop digital tools, such as artificial
intelligence, video, and podcasts.
Ultimately, however, Ouest-France is focused on involving
all of its journalists in its digital transition, editor-in-chief
François-Xavier Lefranc said:
There are some newspapers that have said, we’ll sack half of them and then we’ll recruit
youngsters. We didn’t make that choice, and right from the start we made it known that we
wanted to bring everyone with us. The whole editorial team had to grow and get up to speed.
It’ll take time, a colossal effort, loads of instruction, lots of goodwill, too, because not everyone
progresses at the same speed. But we took the gamble, and we did it because it’s a company
that has this in its values – this makes even more sense when we say it today. We really wanted
everyone to be able to adapt.43
Nice-Matin’s digital strategy emphasises long-form solutions journalism (see Figure 4). Damien
Allemand, chief of the digital newsroom, described this approach as taking the journalistic focus
on the five Ws – who, what, when, where, why – and adding the ‘Now what?’
When I read the newspaper, I get depressed because there’s only bad news. They tell me, this has
happened, it’s dramatic, it’s not normal, it’s controversial. I’ve never before been given the key to
resolving this thing. But afterwards, the aim is not for the journalist himself to find solutions; it’s
actually that he seeks out people who have found solutions.
The solutions journalism audience averages between 40 and 45 years old and largely comes from
Nice and the surrounding region. Topics have included improving public transportation, reducing
food waste in local schools, and the problem of wolves eating local farmers’ sheep. Allemand said:
There are a lot of wolves, and they eat sheep, so the shepherds aren’t happy. So we put together a
file in which we, first of all, explained that it’s a problem, with lots of data. And afterwards, we went
to see shepherds who had found solutions, and so we presented their solutions for successfully
living alongside wolves. For example, there’s one shepherd who set up little lights around his
animals to frighten the wolves. Another one reduced the size of his flocks so that they could be
watched over more easily. So this became a topic with positive initiatives and which can serve as
an example for others.
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The efforts have paid off. The newspaper’s solutions journalism, which is produced by a video
editor and three journalists, accounts for the most subscriptions of its online content, as well as
drawing consistently positive comments on Facebook (the content is also featured in a four-page
Sunday section in the print newspaper). In 2015, when the project was launched, it attracted 1,500
subscribers; that number has since grown to 8,000. Subscribers, who pay €9.90 per month and
receive updates via an e-newsletter, can also vote each month on which topics the team tackles
next and suggest ideas.
Allemand said solutions journalism has already spurred change, such as a feature on an area
school’s response to lunch waste – determining portions based on age – being adopted by other
schools in the area. After the terrorist attack in Nice in 2016, the newspaper launched Facebook
groups to centralise aid appeals and organised collections for those affected. Subscribers to
solutions journalism are invited to attend special events, such as newsroom visits to discuss
upcoming coverage and recognise community helpers featured in articles. ‘They are very happy to
get involved,’ Allemand said. ‘They are far more engaged than a normal reader. They spend a lot of
time on the articles, they share them. They are our primary ambassadors.’44
Figure 4: Nice-Matin’s solutions journalism homepage

Reporter Aurore Malval said that
while the newspaper’s solutions
journalism emphasises local
sources, it also gives her flexibility
to explore topics with national
and international interest, such as
school bullying, sexual consent, and
online extremism.

If I can find a local expert, it’s better
for my audience because then
it’s regional, but it’s for me not so
important as it is in the print [newspaper]. For example, I’m more in a position to deal with a
national theme than in the print paper; it will be different for me in the content. If I bring a small
story and if nobody is local, it can be OK for me.45
In addition to the solutions journalism team, Nice-Matin has an online desk in its central office
in Nice. The desk includes ten staff members focused on producing breaking-news content, in
addition to a social media editor and two video editors. The newspaper aims to post at least one
video per day made specifically for Facebook and is working with start-ups to generate videos
more easily and quickly, including Facebook Live videos.
The UK newsrooms have continued to reorganise to emphasise online production. At the
Huddersfield Examiner, the online team includes a breaking news reporter, online content writer,
and videographer, as well as three digital production staff members. Executive editor Lauren
Ballinger said that completed news stories are filed to print and digital production simultaneously.
The goal is to ‘keep the website fresh, keep something going out every half an hour to an hour, and
every 45 minutes trying to put something on Facebook’.46
Wayne Ankers, who arrived in spring 2017, has implemented other changes, such as changing shift
patterns so the newsroom is staffed in the evenings and on weekends, encouraging staff members
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to post stories at times of day when traffic spikes, incorporating screens where staff members can
check site analytics, and discussing how to approach online versions of stories. The newspaper’s
website traffic has continued to grow as well as app subscriptions.47 Ballinger said Facebook and
push alerts also draw traffic.
Breaking news reporter Susie Beever said her position at the Huddersfield Examiner often focuses
on ‘very routine, small crimes and weather updates, travel updates, things like that’. She said she
most enjoys reporting a positive human-interest story or breaking news that draws immediate
interest from readers. For example, she described providing live updates on a suspicious fire at an
old mill.
That was one of the biggest stories of the year, and it did so well. I just remember leaving that day
and just feeling really pleased with myself because I know that I had given it my all. The interest
was so big, and I think one of the rewarding things is just seeing the figures. Seeing you break out
a story and seeing hundreds of people on it instantly, you just think, wow, people are listening to
what I’m saying.48
Like the Huddersfield Examiner, Kent Messenger has implemented a content management system
allowing staff members to prepare their work both for print and online. Each local edition has its
own website, in addition to the primary website, Kent Online, which is overseen by three editors. In
drawing traffic, however, editors said they resist clickbait, editorial director Ian Carter said.
We try not to frustrate our readers, where the opposition has a tendency to frustrate an awful lot
of readers. And again, that’s taking the long-term view that yes, you might get a click out of them,
but what does that do for you as a business in the long-term?49

3.2 The Role of Social Media
Interviewees also discussed the functions social media serve for their newspapers (see Table 3),
with many citing Facebook as a key driver of traffic, although some expressed concern about how
much influence the platform exerts. Interviewees also discussed social media as reporting tools
and ways to share content with particular community members.
Kirsi Hakaniemi, head of digital business for Keskisuomalainen, said Facebook is most important
among the social media platforms the company focuses on, but it is not where younger users
are active. She said WhatsApp is becoming more important for reaching that group.50 Similarly,
Keskisuomalainen content manager Silja Tenhunen said traffic via Facebook is actually decreasing
because some readers shift to communication via WhatsApp during the day:
In the morning we have quite a lot of readers with mobile, but in the afternoon, there’s nobody
here. If you ask why, they are in WhatsApp. For example, if you have children, you go to the
WhatsApp and ask … or are you going to the ice skating rink in the evening and things like that,
and when you do it, you are not in the Facebook. That’s why it’s not very interesting to put our
stories online at the same time because nobody is there. They’re in WhatsApp.51
Édouard Reis Carona, editor-in-chief for digital content and innovation, said Ouest-France animates
its community on Facebook, which represents 15% of social traffic. He said, however, that editors
47
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do not want to become dependent on the platform and are selective about the amount of original
material they post, about 30 posts a day.
The things we put on Facebook, some small videos and then a bit of Facebook Live, but that’s all.
… We have a community of about a million people, counting all of the Facebook pages. It’s a very
committed community because we reach more people than the national papers, because these
people are very attached to the Ouest-France brand.
Reis Carona said Ouest-France is also seeing growth with its Instagram account, where editors post
two to three stories daily, while Twitter functions more as a ‘monitoring tool for journalists’.52
Nice-Matin similarly revisited its Facebook strategies in light of the realisation two years ago that
60% of traffic on its site originated from the platform. Allemand, chief of the digital newsroom,
said, ‘We were scared about that. So we reduced the number of posts that we put on Facebook
every day.’ Now, 25% of traffic comes from Facebook, and the site’s overall traffic has increased.
Nice-Matin is also developing its Instagram presence. Allemand said:
We’re trying to do something different on Instagram, where we do stories. At the moment there is
a journalist here who is telling the story of a little girl who has cancer and who goes to see Father
Christmas, and who is following her, and so he’s doing a story on Instagram. And afterwards we’ll
try to adapt to Instagram language so as to try to provide information, so we’re creating small
modules like that, photos and text.53
At Westfalenpost, every local department operates its own Facebook page. Digital editor Torsten
Berninghaus said this approach differentiates the newspaper from other German media:
Every local office has its own Facebook address, and that is special – several newspapers in
Germany only had one or two Facebook accounts – and it’s an account for the whole newspaper.
What they do is mirror what is in the newspapers, give it to the audience, and that’s it. Our offices’
chiefs addressed us, and they told us, ‘No, we want to be relevant in our local communities, so,
what has our audience learnt from the newspaper?’ … So, we are focused on local news, and that’s
where we want to have the Facebook accounts.54
Westfalenpost managing editor Michael Koch said Facebook offers the newspaper access to
audiences it might not otherwise reach, ‘especially young people, especially people from
immigrant families, poor people who don’t have the money to buy a newspaper. So we have more
Facebook friends than subscribers.’ He said reporters also use Facebook to connect with groups
and sources: ‘It’s like a news agency for us.’55
Similarly, Huddersfield Examiner’s Martin Shaw espoused the benefits of the platform for
connecting with story ideas and sources:
You can really find a huge amount of stories. Once you’ve got opportunities, you’ve got a circle
of friends and you’re members of all these different individual, local groups on Facebook. It’s an
absolute mine of stories. It makes it almost too easy. … When you have access to all these great
stories that people are talking about, and you know they’re going to be fantastic for your figures,
why wouldn’t you be all over social media?56
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Nicolas Fromm, managing editor of digital for NOZ Medien/mh:n Medien, said the company has
a loyal Facebook community – each of its 42 newspapers has its own Facebook page – and uses
Facebook to promote its e-commerce. He said that despite the traffic NOZ content receives from
Facebook, he has reservations about the platform overall.
The problem with Facebook is that it is a very closed shop for us. So even Google is way more
open to innovation and to working together with publishers than Facebook is. Facebook is
always inviting you to [a] big conference and they’re announcing something. And it’s exactly a
week later they are doing the opposite. So that is a big problem for us. Google is really easier to
work with.57
Ian Carter, editorial director for Kent Messenger Group, said up to 40% of his newspaper’s traffic
originates from Facebook. However, like many of the interviewees in the sample, he takes those
results with a grain of salt.
Those Facebook users are your least valuable readers because they stay on your site for 10
seconds. They don’t care which site they are actually visiting. Your bounce rate goes through the
roof, and there’s no loyalty in a Facebook reader. And your Facebook’s a whim. They can change
the algorithm, as it does all the time. Last month we saw a 14% decline in Facebook referrals
because of a tweak. So you have no control over it.58
Few of the interviewees said they focus on using Facebook as a viable advertising venue. Kaleva
business manager Juha Portaankorva said, ‘It’s a good way to focus and collect people who live in a
certain area and have certain interests; that’s kind of where we are using it.’59
Mark Thompson, head of audience engagement for Yorkshire, said Facebook is the company’s top
referral source, although Johnston Press is exploring other platforms.
Instagram, Snapchat, they are not going to give us big page referrals, so they are not going to
drive a lot of traffic back to our sites. [ … ] Because we know there is a big audience there, we can
use them almost as PR tools for our business and what we are doing. We can use it for UGC so
people feel involved in the community by posting their photos, and us ‘behind the scenes’ in the
newsroom. I’ve seen them done really well, but they are still new, very fluid, and no one really
knows what they are going to look like in a couple of years’ time. I think Facebook and Twitter are
so news heavy now that people kind of know what to expect, but I do think that will change; I think
Facebook will change quite radically over the next 12 months.60
Respondents also discussed the role of Google in their organisations, with many using Google
products in their daily work, particularly Google Analytics. They also frequently referenced the
importance of Google as a traffic driver to their websites, accounting for between 20 and 40%
of traffic across the titles. Some organisations, such as Ouest-France, Nice-Matin, NOZ Medien,
and Trinity Mirror, also use Google AMP and praise the speed and access it offers to local
audiences.
Interviewees also continually referenced Google and Facebook as competitors in the local
advertising market. For example, Juha Honkonen, managing editor of Etelä-Suomen Sanomat,
said:
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The bad thing is that prices of ads are falling, so they’re [ads] not so important now as they used
to be, and they’re not so important after some years when Google and Facebook are putting their
costs and their prices so low. So, the readers are going to be more and more important.61
Some interviewees said they see Facebook and Google as opportunities, if news organisations can
determine how to maximise them. As Ed Walker, editor (digital) for Trinity Mirror Regionals, said:
When you look at Facebook and Google, they are always changing and adapting and evolving.
And it’s up to us to understand how we can leverage that to support our growth for scale or for
engagement. And, you know, the reality is that both of those offer an opportunity to do both
of those things. You just have to understand how to do it for the type of content or the type of
community that you’re serving.62
Table 3: Social media presence (at 20 March 2018)
Local news domain

Facebook likes

Twitter followers

Instagram followers

Etela-Suomen Sanomat

18,478

3,732 (@ESSonline)

2,169

Kaleva

32,242

11,400 (@Kaleva_fi)

5,634

388,926

196,000 (@Nice_Matin)

24,800

563,194 540,000 (@OuestFrance)

27,700

Nice-Matin
Ouest-France
Main-Post
Westfalenpost

40,374

8,919 (@mainpost)

6,418

32,208 (Hagen)

4,438 (@dassauerland)

153 (wp_menden)

102,975

57,300 (@Examiner)

7,024

33,146

24,600
(@KM_newsroom)

1,070

Huddersfield Examiner
Kent Messenger

3.3 Understanding Audiences
The newsrooms’ transitions to digital-first publishing emphasised new ways of thinking about
their audiences. In most cases, the newspapers reached far different audiences online than with
their print products. They also aimed to draw broader and younger audiences online.
Fromm, managing director of digital for NOZ Medien/mh:n Medien, said the company’s websites
draw younger readers than their print newspapers; however, they are not explicitly interested
in news from their city or region. Rather, they are looking for more aggregated and engaging
content. As a result, the company has incorporated a CMS that allows reporters to create different
versions of articles to appeal to different types of readers – different headlines and photos, for
example – as well as different versions of articles for the website, social media, and messaging
apps. He emphasises understanding ‘user journeys’ to recognise newspapers’ most loyal audience
members, including e-newsletter subscribers and a growing WhatsApp community, which receives
a list of four essential local articles to read that day.63
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Thompson, head of audience engagement for Yorkshire, said Johnston Press is focused on using
analytics to understand what audiences want.
What newspapers used to do was, everyone would sit in a news conference and have a chat and
they would choose the front page based on what they thought, rather than any kind of proof of
what people were interested in. What we are learning now is that people are interested in a lot of
different things, and I think diversity is the way forward for us.
He said Johnston Press has a product called City Buzz, an SEO-optimised WordPress site
integrated into Leeds newspaper websites that offers tips for places to eat, drink, and stay in the
area based on user data.64
Silja Tenhunen, a content manager for Keskisuomalainen, said the company relies on user
profiles: Johanna, a mother who wants short stories in the morning and longer, emotional articles
in the evening; Maria, a single woman or a woman with no children who works and lives in the
city and wants to know about public transit and other news about her community; and Seppo, a
55-year-old man who wants to know about local politics and comment about them online. These
understandings shape not only how journalists think about what topics and story approaches to
pursue but also where to share content, such as in Facebook groups.
When you think, for example, Seppo, you have to know your numbers and you have to find which
one online is Seppo. That’s why analytics is very important to us because if you just look at the
numbers, as numbers, you see that’s good, but … you have to know more about your numbers. For
example, it’s not enough that you see that people use their mobile phone. You have to think why
and what I can do so that users on mobile phones are happier when they read the stories.65
At Kaleva, staff members target articles to particular groups within the community, which they
assess through sending text messages to ask for quick feedback and organising events, such as a
flea market, to meet and talk with readers. Portaankorva, business manager for Kaleva, said:
Because, in our way of thinking, if the newspaper needs to give some kind of information for
everyone, a story for everyone, it means that those articles and those stories are just mainly – if
you write for everyone, who are you touching?66
In autumn 2016, Westfalenpost began a pilot project to identify target groups among loyal readers
and develop distribution strategies to appeal to them. They drew from not only their own user data
but also public information sources, such as census data on population, age, and gender. As editorin-chief Lübben described:
These are target groups: families with older children, silver birds, people older than 60, for
example. We describe them exactly. They’re profiled. … It’s very important for the digital stuff
we offer because if you do not have a target group in mind, how can you create good news, for
example, for target groups under 30? It’s not possible.67
Ouest-France is working to connect with online users who come through social media but are
not particularly connected to the brand and convert them into print subscribers. Eric Bullet,
monetisation manager, said the company has developed a partner club, ‘La Place’, to which online
users can subscribe by registering their email addresses. Once they join, they have access to
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events, opportunities to accompany journalists on reporting assignments, meetings with artists
and others in the community, and ticket giveaways.
They are pampered. And in parallel, we wish to increase our audience. We tell ourselves that the
stronger our audience, the more we can reach new subscribers with this ‘ouest-france.fr plus’ offer
in the future.68
Nice-Matin is also working to better understand its audience’s interests so they can create more
valuable content, said Allemand, chief of the digital newsroom.
At the moment, we have an offer that is tailor made for our subscribers, based on their tastes,
but they have to tell us what these are; what’s at stake in the future for us, it will be to make a
subscription offer where people don’t have to say at the start that they like sport, that they like
politics, and that they live in Nice, but we’ll know these things, and we’ll be able to put together a
newspaper for them based on their centres of interest.
Allemand added: ‘The law of proximity no longer applies.’ Readers are focused on ‘topics rather
than towns’. He said the Nice-Matin staff has used A/B testing to determine what types of
headlines and stories draw clicks, finding that the newspaper can draw a wide audience based
on the topics it covers.69 Other editors, such as at Ouest-France, the Huddersfield Examiner, NOZ
Medien, and others, echoed this potential for their web products.
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4. New Business Model Approaches
Many commercial directors at the newspapers stressed the continued importance of print
subscriptions and advertising to their business models while recognising the need to better
emphasise digital, which in every case accounts for a minority of overall revenues (see Table 4). In
particular, several newspapers developed or planned to implement metered paywall or freemium
models, a trend also evident among larger newspapers (Cornia et al. 2016).
Organisations have also diversified their business models, incorporating events, in-house
marketing and B2B content firms, interest-based magazines and free newspapers, and online
commerce (real estate, auto sales, job-search sites).
This chapter focuses on the ways business models for local news are changing, particularly in
response to digital shifts (4.1), and specific strategies newspapers are using to focus on revenue
streams beyond print subscriptions and advertising (4.2).

4.1 Changes to Local Newspaper Business Models
Although the newspapers in the sample still derived the majority of revenues from their print
newspapers, whether through subscriptions, advertising, or newsstand sales, this approach has
been challenged, leading to exploration of new strategies, namely online paid content.
Jarkko Haukilahti, regional manager for Etelä-Suomen Sanomat, said digital activities account for
5–10% of overall revenues. As a result, the company has experimented with a paywall model,
adjusting the ratio of free and paid content five times over the last two years. In spring 2017, the
newspaper began charging for articles shared on social media.70
Kirsi Hakaniemi, head of digital business for Keskisuomalainen, said that although the company
recognises the value of print as a revenue source, it must explore new bases, particularly working
with B2B customers and unifying the company’s registration, subscription, and advertising
interfaces.
[Print] will keep going strong as long as it can, but at the same time, we have to start focusing on
where to get new revenues. That is not so easy. We have a start, for example, digital screens where
we can sell ads and also that we can serve our B2B customers with a broader product portfolio.
For example, we can also bring Google ads and Facebook advertising for them. … The traditional
print adverts and the digital ads and other things, other services.71
Kaleva editor-in-chief Kyösti Karvonen said the ‘secret to success’ for Finnish print media has
traditionally been annual print subscriptions and home delivery, and Kaleva remains focused on
improving its print product.72
However, the company is also in the early stages of developing a paywall strategy focused on
‘premium stories’. Janne Nyyssönen, editor for culture and features, said these articles offer an
added value to readers, such as a ‘really good service story or a really touching story about a
person but also if there’s a big conversation or topic about something’. He said behind-the-scenes,
experiential, analysis (sports, politics), profile, and history stories will also be included, as well as
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‘localised service journalism’ – ‘kind of a trend that occurs maybe in other places, but how does it
affect people here?’ Nyyssönen said.73
Although the company focuses primarily on developing its print subscriptions, Ouest-France also
operates a freemium paywall approach offering national and international news for free, while
local news, with the exception of breaking news, is paid. A subscriber, then, receives access to all
local content (4,500 districts). Monetisation manager Eric Bullet said the ‘ouest-france.fr plus’
offer features an inexpensive subscription – €1 per month for three months and then €4.99 per
month or a €34 ‘family pack’ option – to draw large numbers, rather than a few higher-paying
subscribers.
In 2017, Ouest-France gained 3,000 of these subscriptions, but Bullet said a problem remained.
The difficulty lies in gaining their loyalty. Because people visit a website very irregularly, so they will
subscribe, but they forget that they have a subscription because they don’t use it. So the difficulty
is that we have 3,000 people in one year, and this is good, but we lose about 40% of them because
people have not gotten into the habit of going there. So in order to develop the habit of making
use of this offer, we are in the process of creating newsletters, alerts, so as to gain the loyalty of the
people.74
Ultimately, Ouest-France aims to draw a large crowd of users to the website to convert them into
print subscribers, with a goal of 500,000.
Print revenues remain the focus at Westfalenpost as well. Digital editor Torsten Berninghaus
explained that the newspaper’s business model is based on a combination of print subscriptions,
custom printing, and advertising, with the e-version of the newspaper providing 10% of revenues.
He said digital business consists of digital advertising and ‘premium’ articles (in-depth coverage,
larger projects), which is growing, but slowly. Users can access between 50 and 65% of articles for
free online and pay €9 per month for paywall access (a print subscription is €35 per month, and
readers can also subscribe specifically to the e-newspaper).75
For Main-Post, the majority of revenues come from the newspaper. The company is also the central
postal hub for its area, a major revenue generator, and for three years has run a successful custom
publishing house for corporate clients, such as several local hospitals.
Managing editor Andreas Kemper said digital accounts for 7% of the company’s revenues, with
a goal of 25% by 2025. He said, however, they do not want to disregard their print newspaper in
favour of digital platforms. The newspaper uses a metered paywall model and has pursued apps,
such as an e-newspaper reader, which has 8,000 subscriptions, and a breaking-news app.76
Ed Walker, editor (digital) for Trinity Mirror Regionals, said that, although there is a continued
emphasis on print for the regional newspapers in the company, he is optimistic about the potential
of digital revenue streams as well as the need for editorial to work together with commercial
initiatives, such as through native content.
We have lots of different revenue streams for digital, and I think that’s important. And it’s
something I always remind the teams of, it’s that in print, you’ve got two revenue sources. Cover
price and advertising. It’s been that way for a while. Whereas with digital, yes, we have advertising,
73
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Janne Nyyssönen, editor for culture and features, Kaleva, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Oulu on 16 Nov. 2017.
Eric Bullet, monetisation manager, Ouest-France, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Rennes on 15 Dec. 2017.
Torsten Berninghaus, digital editor, Westfalenpost, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Hagen on 4 Dec. 2017.
Andreas Kemper, managing editor, Main-Post, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Würzburg on 8 Dec. 2017.
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but it comes from lots of different places. So, you’ve got video, you’ve got display advertising, you’ve
got all different places. And they all add up together. And then you have things like affiliates,
through ticket sales, and product sales. And that’s something we’re increasingly doing a lot of
work in, it’s around affiliates and ticketing. And we’ve seen some real success.77
Neil Webster, commercial director for KM Media Group, said that too many of the regional media
company’s advertising clients remain focused on print, although he sees increased interest
in multimedia advertising packages including press, radio, digital, and social. Ultimately, the
company remains focused on cultivating local business:
If you take any local business, and if you think about our local sales operation, any local business,
in any local area, they want to grow their business. They want to communicate effectively with
customers. The best way to do that, in my view, is to do that on a multimedia basis. It’s display
advertising, whether that’s on paper or digitally. It’s used in the radio station. I see that as the
biggest and most important thing.78
Chairman Geraldine Allinson said Kent Messenger has also considered paid content.
Even all the email alerts we do, they’re all free, and a model that is totally funded by advertising is not
going to work in the future. So that is the other area, really. But there’s no set model to move to.79
Table 4: Local newspaper funding models
Country

Organisation

Primary Revenue
Source(s)

Business Model
on Digital

Main Source of
Digital Revenue
(Reported)

Digital
Contribution
(Reported)

Finland

Etelä-Suomen
Sanomat

Print subscriptions
(60%); ads (40%)

Freemium (50%
online articles
free; 50% paid)

Subscriptions

5-10%

Finland

Kaleva

Print subscriptions,
ads

Freemium

Ads and
subscriptions

11.5%

France

Nice-Matin

Print ads (55%);
Freemium
subscriptions (45%) (70% online
articles free;
paid ‘solutions
journalism’)

Subscriptions
(online and
print-online
combination
packages) and ads
(50/50%)

10%

France

Ouest-France

Print subscriptions

Freemium
(national and
international news
is free; local news
is mostly paid); ‘La
Place’ partners
club

Subscriptions
(online and
print-online
combination
packages)

7%

Germany Main-Post

Print subscriptions
(60%); ads (40%)

Metered paywall
(5 free articles per
month)

Ads and
subscriptions

7%

Germany Westfalenpost

Print subscriptions

Freemium (some
archived and local
news paid)

Ads and
subscriptions

5%
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Ed Walker, editor (digital), Trinity Mirror Regionals, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Manchester on 1 Dec. 2017.
Neil Webster, commercial director, KM Media Group, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Maidstone on 9 Jan. 2018.
Geraldine Allinson, chairman, KM Media Group, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Maidstone on 9 Jan. 2018.
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Country

Organisation

Primary Revenue
Source(s)

Business Model
on Digital

Main Source of
Digital Revenue
(Reported)

Digital
Contribution
(Reported)

U.K.

Huddersfield
Examiner

Print ads / print
cover price

Ads based

Ads

20%

U.K.

Kent
Messenger

Print ads

Ads based

Ads

15-20%
(includes
digital and
radio)

Sources: Approximate figures and other information collected during the interviews. Data should be interpreted as a general
indicator of industry trends, rather than precise figures on the digital business performances of individual news organisations.

4.2 Diversifying Business Models
In addition to rethinking the ways they monetise their legacy products, the newspapers in the
sample explored alternative revenue streams, such as e-commerce, events, in-house marketing
firms, and custom publishing. These trends mirror national and international newspaper
publishers, which are developing content-based projects to draw new audiences and advertisers,
as well as using native advertising, sponsored content, e-commerce, and multimedia marketing
(Cornia et al. 2016).
Regional manager Haukilahti said Etelä-Suomen Sanomat has experimented with revenue streams
such as event marketing and ticket sales, printing and distribution services, content marketing,
and Facebook and Google advertising. Haukilahti said the company continues to find the most
success in its print initiatives, however, which also include custom magazines and two free city
newspapers.
There are some things on the digital side also. But those are quite small still, and maybe we should
do more. But it takes so much money when you begin something like that.80
Kaleva also emphasises the local advertising market, but the newspaper increasingly faces
competition from Google, Facebook, and direct distribution, editor-in-chief Karvonen said.81
The company has been acquiring free and subscription newspapers in its region, such as a 2017
purchase of two newspapers south of Oulu, where a nuclear plant is being built and business
is expected to grow. Vesa Kärki, editor for news, culture, and sports, said the arrival of Kaleva’s
new CEO in spring 2017 led to an enhanced exploration of these new corporate-ownership
opportunities. Additionally, the newsroom’s move into a new building in December 2017 reassured
the staff ‘that we have a future. … It’s built for this new kind of work.’82
Kaleva is also a hub for digital content and marketing, creating Indieplace, a portal for lifestyle
blogs and video blogs and social media marketing in 2015, which has become one of the biggest
blog portals in the country. The company also offers deal marketing through Offerilla, similar to a
Groupon model, as well as runs the digital marketing firm Pro Ratas.
The KM Media Group has expanded its print offerings, including launching a tourist guide for the
area, Destination Kent, with an affiliated website, which is distributed locally and in Northern
France, as well as the My Kent Family website. The company also publishes speciality magazines
and print products for local clients, including councils and small businesses.
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Jarkko Haukilahti, regional manager, Etelä-Suomen Sanomat, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Lahti on 14 Nov. 2017.
Kyösti Karvonen, editor-in-chief, Kaleva, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Oulu on 16 Nov. 2017.
Vesa Kärki, editor for news, culture, and sports, Kaleva, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Oulu on 16 Nov. 2017.
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Digby Kennard, lifestyle and supplements editor for KM Media Group, who oversees the features
department, said smaller, niche ventures, in bulk, can bring ‘just as much money as a large project.
Also, it puts you back in the heart of the community.’ He said of the emphasis on print custom
publishing:
Print is still such a strong market. In those same regions, the newspaper is your bread and butter,
really. I think now it’s almost come full circle, that people are now thinking, let’s put print first
again because that’s my main breadwinner. I can’t speak for other papers, but that brings in more
money at the end of the day and pays more bills. Regional publishers would be fools to ignore it.83
Since 2004, KM has partnered with the University of Kent to produce KMTV news, which began
as an online-only video news bulletin and launched as a broadcast in July 2017. The company also
runs KMFM radio news. Chairman Allinson said the KMTV arrangement does not bring substantial
revenues but enhances KM’s news offerings:
They wanted our insight into what’s going on in Kent and to the news teams, but we wanted to be
able to use the news footage, the video footage, on our own website, not just as part of the KMTV
bulletin. So, we enrich our stories with video footage and audio elements because … people stay on
the story for longer.84
Newspapers in the sample also invested in e-commerce sites, such as the Huddersfield Examiner,
which receives targets from its parent company, Trinity Mirror, for the number of referrals they
send to the local Fish4jobs employment website and Skimlinks – native content, such as listicle
articles, with links to products. The newspaper also offers video advertising.
This trend is particularly noticeable among German newspapers. NOZ Medien offers digital
ticketing and marketplaces for regional vendors, as well as dog- and horse-sales websites (see
Figure 5). Additionally, using its own mobile production team, NOZ live-streams events, such as
football games, and sells tickets for views to watch them online. Westfalenpost has partnered with
a wine company to create branded products, such as wine tastings to promote the newspaper’s
series on local crimes and encourage online subscriptions.
Figure 5: NOZ Medien
launched www.edogs.
de in December 2017, a
marketplace connecting
people to their ‘dream dogs’;
NOZ operates a similar site
for horses, www.ehorses.de

Several newspapers have invested in events. Westfalenpost hosted a festival for participants in
area shooting clubs, a traditional pastime in the area, which reached a target group much younger
than the newspaper’s average reader. The event included online voting for queens nominated
by the shooting clubs, drawing between 2 and 3 million page impressions. The newspaper also
83
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Digby Kennard, lifestyle and supplements editor, KM Media Group, interviewed by Joy Jenkins via phone on 17 Jan. 2018.
Geraldine Allinson, chairman, KM Media Group, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Maidstone on 9 Jan. 2018.
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hosted a coronation party during which the winning queen was announced as well as published a
commemorative print magazine. The company publishes several special-interest magazines, such
as one focused on sustainable travel. Veronika Klees, the company’s business manager, said this
experimental approach is becoming more common among German media:
We are willing to try things. German thinking is, you have an idea and you just make it perfect over
50 years, and then you come out with it. It’s totally passe. It’s too late and not up to date, but it’s so
great and it’s perfect. But everybody says, ‘Yeah, but you don’t need it.’ You know what I mean? But
trial and error are now coming into the minds of the people, and they are opening up a little bit
more.85

85

Veronika Klees, business manager, Westfalenpost, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Hagen on 4 Dec. 2017.
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5. The Changing Functions of Local Media
Interviewees addressed the continued challenges they faced in their work, particularly in terms
of declining revenues and shrinking staff sizes, combined with a clear need to invest in developing
new digital offerings and increased competition for advertising and attention from platform
companies and other media. However, they also discussed the continued relevance and value of
their work to their communities, including impactful reporting, community-service initiatives, and
efforts to engage with their readers.
This chapter focuses on how the newspapers describe their role in their community in light of
changes affecting their editorial and business strategies. The chapter also explores what the
newspaper staff members said makes their products distinctive in the local media landscape.
Although facing the challenges of adapting their editorial and commercial strategies to meet
the changing demands and interests of readers, often with far smaller staff sizes than a decade
ago, staff members with the newspapers said they remain committed to addressing issues in
their communities and maintaining the trust of their readers. In some cases, such as in Finland,
newspapers remain a key part of readers’ daily routines, while in other countries, staffs are
working to remain engaged with and relevant to their audiences.
Regional manager Jarkko Haukilahti said Etelä-Suomen Sanomat plays a role in advancing the
interests of the region through telling positive stories about local people and businesses. He
described the newspaper’s goals:
Inform people. Tell the truth. Keep them up about what’s happening in this area mostly. And also
doing the work for this area. Because I believe we should be together and be competing against
other areas in Finland. So, we would like to be part of that.86
Similarly, Jost Lübben, editor-in-chief of Westfalenpost, said his newspaper should not only
cover national and international politics but also lead discussions about the future of the
region, including attracting young people and businesses, which also makes his newspaper an
indispensable part of that future. The newspaper even produced a special section asking young
people what they think needs to change in the region.
Lübben described a 2015 project addressing ways the region has responded to the influx of
refugees making their way there.
My idea was not only to describe and to write, but it’s a good idea to welcome all the people, but on
the other hand, there are people, locals, who are a bit afraid, maybe. We should give them a voice
and listen to them. And that creates a real discussion in the newsroom because the question is, we
are journalists and we would like to be one of the good guys, and it’s not so easy to listen to people
who say, ‘Oh, I’m afraid,’ but if they say, ‘I’m afraid,’ they’re not fascists or Neo-Nazis or whatever.
They’re not. They’re just normal people, maybe good people; they’re just afraid.87
The newspapers also focus on telling stories that challenge their readers. Shz.de in Flensburg
created an editorial package in summer 2017 on the changing face of neighbourhoods in the area,
particularly as a result of migration. As Mira Nagar, a digital editor based in Flensburg, described
the piece:
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Jarkko Haukilahti, regional manager, Etelä-Suomen Sanomat, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Lahti on 14 Nov. 2017.
Jost Lübben, editor-in-chief, Westfalenpost, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Hagen on 4 Dec. 2017.
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We went into one street, which is prominent in that area. And we spent, I think, two weeks there
and had quite a few interviews, videos, and so on with the people who live there. Then we put that
into kind of a VR ‘walk through’ of the street, and you can click on the houses and see articles
about people who live there, who work there, what they think about education, what they think
about their street and about the crime rate, if they like living there, and so on.88
Joachim Dreykluft, digital editor for shz.de, said that although local newspapers published
profiles from the report, addressing shifts in demographics, crime rates, and education, as well as
prejudice residents experienced, the digital team had more freedom to explore the issue.
They didn’t want to bring it into their printed newspaper, because they were afraid their audience,
the print audience, could see this as something that promotes the negative image of the city. So,
they did not want to have the stories printed.89
Nice-Matin reporter Aurore Malval wrote a feature on online bullying, including creating a video
that portrayed what the phone of a girl who was bullied might look like.
I’ve received very interesting comments from people, both sides actually, people who were or are
bullied and also the bullies themselves. They’d say, ‘OK, I’ve read this and it made me feel that I
was really the bad one when I was in high school or college. I don’t know anymore.’ It was really
interesting.90
Huddersfield Examiner editor Wayne Ankers said the newspaper aims to drive conversations that
are important to local residents, particularly online, and become actively involved in campaigns
and issues the public is talking about, from supporting a local hospital to helping the homeless to
raising £20,000 to help a younger boy with a rare form of cancer get treatment in the United States.
Too often we fall into the trap of a crime story dominating the digital headlines. It’s a strong story,
so we put it on the front of the paper, we let it lead the website for a long time. Whereas what we
need to do is make the positive stories more engaging so that they deliver the same sort of page
views and are seen as important as the crime stories so that we can raise the profile of the town,
sing the praises of the town.91
Editorial director Ian Carter said that when approaching tragic or difficult stories, Kent Messenger
has ‘tried to put a more positive spin on it because we are the local paper for the local area. So we’ll
handle things a lot more sensitively’ than other media. For example:
We had a story about a lad who was stabbed in the eye with a … pen by another pupil. And there
was panic amongst KCC about the tone of the story that was going to be published. I spoke
directly to the head teacher about the background to it and ended up still producing the story
but probably in a more balanced manner than they would have expected as opposed to the ‘lad
stabbed in the eye with pen’. It was much more about the effect that this would have on the victim,
how that was impacting his schooling and career choices later in life.92
Although aiming to attract a large and widespread audience of French speakers to its website,
Ouest-France has also emphasised a localised focus in its content. Vincent Jarnigon, regional
director for Ille-et-Vilaine, said the staff aims to produce a ‘very local investigation’ online and in
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Mira Nagar, digital editor, shz.de, interviewed by Joy Jenkins via phone on 17 Jan. 2018.
Joachim Dreykluft, research and development specialist, NOZ Medien, and digital editor, shz.de, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Hamburg
on 7 Dec. 2017.
Aurore Malval, reporter, Nice-Matin, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Nice on 19 Dec. 2017.
Wayne Ankers, editor, Huddersfield Examiner, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Huddersfield on 29 Nov. 2017.
Ian Carter, editorial director, Kent Messenger Group, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Maidstone on 9 Jan. 2018.
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print every Monday, with past topics including drug trafficking in a Rennes neighbourhood, a battle
between two delicatessen businesses, robberies by juveniles in the Rennes town square, and 39
years of the Trans Musicales music festival in Rennes. Jarnigon said these stories had varying levels
of success.
We’re not an investigative newspaper; that is to say, we’re really a local newspaper that provides
useful information to people on a daily basis. But on the other hand, we actually take the time,
once a week, to do a bit of investigation, but it’s not an investigation in the sense of Mediapart or
anything like that. … In fact, the more local the problem, the more it resonates with the people, the
better it works.93
In some cases, these efforts manifested in local initiatives or non-profit efforts, such as Kent
Messenger Group funding the construction of the Millennium Bridge in Maidstone and founding
the KM Charity Team, which was once a department within the company and now operates
independently, running a local teacher of the year award and literacy award programme, and
facilitating other community efforts. Similarly, Ouest-France oversees Ouest-France Solidarity,
which provides support when disasters occur in other countries, such as Sudan, Ethiopia, and
Haiti, through reporting and launching appeals for donations, which are invested in rebuilding
efforts. Editor-in-chief François-Xavier Lefranc said:
You can’t understand life in a region if you don’t understand life in the world. … Digital opens up
the borders that we’ve been talking about for years. They don’t exist anymore. It’s an extraordinary
opportunity.94
The newspapers said that, in the current media landscape, they increasingly face competition
from other news sources, whether public or commercially funded, as well as social media.
Juha Honkonen, managing editor of Etelä-Suomen Sanomat, described the challenge of competing
not only with Helsingin Sanomat, the country’s largest subscription newspaper, but also with free
online local news sources, such as radio stations and Yle, Finland’s public service broadcaster,
which is ‘the biggest media company here in Finland. … Many channels and thousands of workers.
They have their articles free, so it’s very challenging for us.’95
An interviewee in the UK said his newspapers have faced competition from the BBC, in that the
public service broadcaster provides free local news online, preventing local newspapers in the area
from monetising or putting a data wall in front of their content, challenging their sustainability.
The BBC can’t see us as competition in the way they currently do. So, that’s the first fundamental
flaw. They treat us as an enemy when actually we are the hand that feeds their website. You see,
every day you’ve got a front-page exclusive on one of our newspapers or on our homepages of one
of our websites. The BBC have it on their own site in seconds. How is that fair? They give away for
free something we’ve invested manpower and earnings in.96 97
Vesa Kärki, section editor at Kaleva, said that although his newspaper faces some competition
from Yle, the national public broadcaster, and its local radio, TV, and online news, as well as the
Helsingin Sanomat, tabloids such as Ilta-Sanomat and Iltalehti, and blogs and social media pages
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Vincent Jarnigon, regional director for Ille-et-Vilaine, Ouest-France, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Rennes on 15 Dec. 2017.
François-Xavier Lefranc, editor-in-chief, Ouest-France, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Rennes on 15 Dec. 2017.
Juha Honkonen, managing editor, Etelä-Suomen Sanomat, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Lahti on 14 Nov. 2017.
Quote not for attribution.
In 2017, the BBC implemented Local News Partnerships employing 143 full-time and two part-time Local Democracy Reporters at 58
news organisations around the UK. The reporters are assigned to regional newspapers, radio stations, and online media companies,
which receive BBC funding to cover employment costs (BBC Media Centre 2017).
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for politicians and others, Kaleva maintains the largest staff of locally focused journalists doing
impartial reporting.
If you want to know what’s going to happen here in Oulu, you have to read Kaleva newspaper or
online. We still have plenty of journalists, so we have the power to work. We have resources to work,
and we work daily. If there is something happening on the weekend, there are no other media
here. … If you think about something like elections and politics, of course we are the main media
who are reporting what is going on. We can get people information as to who is doing what and
who is saying something. Local politics, there is no other media who cover it.98
Kaleva reporter Pia Kaitasuo said her aim when reporting stories is to shed new light on
happenings around the city, particularly for ‘the normal Oulu people’.
[I want to] let people know about the history of everyday life. Their identity. Even now, because all
of the things that happened, and how fast all the changes happen, you start to question, who am I,
where am I from? You have to show them that there’s something to be respected.99
Denise Eaton, editor of Kent Messenger, said her newspaper increasingly faces pressure from
information posted by public authorities and others on their websites and subsequently on social
media, such as local police Twitter accounts, where residents may seek out information about
local crime or accidents, as well as critiques about mainstream media that commenters post on
Kent Messenger’s social media accounts and website. Even so, she said, she remains focused on
offering a fully reported view of local happenings, including employing political editors and fulltime court reporters, ‘the kind of areas that were the first job to go in lots of places’.
I think trusted, impartial information is incredibly important, especially in this era of fabricated
news, and it really matters to people. There is still a strong future for local newspapers, and I firmly
believe we will climb out of the dips, which will inevitably occur as information sources continue
to diversify. We just have to find different ways of capturing people’s interest and retaining their
loyalty. There’s clearly a thirst to know what’s happening on people’s doorsteps.100
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Vesa Kärki, editor for news, culture, and sports, Kaleva, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Oulu on 16 Nov. 2017.
Pia Kaitasuo, reporter, Kaleva, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Oulu on 16 Nov. 2017.
Denise Eaton, editor, Kent Messenger, interviewed by Joy Jenkins in Maidstone on 9 Jan. 2018.
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Conclusion
This report has explored the ways local newspapers are shifting their editorial, production, and
business practices to operate more effectively in an increasingly digital media environment.
We conducted interviews with editors-in-chief, digital editors, section editors, and reporters to
better understand how newsroom practices and structures are evolving to maintain newspaper
websites, as well as meet the demands of growing mobile and social media traffic. We also
talked with business managers from local newspapers about how their business models have
changed, ways they are working to monetise their websites, and how they are diversifying their
overall commercial approaches. Finally, we interviewed editorial, digital, and business managers
associated with newspapers’ parent companies to examine the ways they are working with local
newsrooms to implement more streamlined strategies for producing and sharing digital editorial
content and advertising across affiliated newspapers.
We found that the local newspapers covered face many of the same challenges and opportunities
but have responded to them in different ways. Although some newspapers have already
implemented paywalls and are working to grow their online registrations and subscriptions, such
as in France, newspapers in the UK are still focused on drawing traffic through breaking-news
content and videos, while Finnish newspapers – who still operate a robust, though declining, print
business – are only beginning to explore the need to charge for premium content. Additionally,
although all the newspapers in the sample said their business models continue to emphasise their
print products, some have completely re-envisioned their print approaches, particularly German
newspapers’ theme-focused coverage, also changing their newsroom roles and structures.
The difference between newspapers operating independently or in smaller ownership companies
versus those that are part of larger parent companies, such as Trinity Mirror, Johnston Press,
Keskisuomailainen, and Funke Mediengruppe, was particularly clear. Independent titles and small
groups focus on local depth, whereas larger groups pursue regional breadth or national scale.
Local newsrooms part of larger groups described the benefits of being connected to a broader
– and sometimes more financially robust – network of newspapers as including access to digital
experts and to national digital content. However, they sometimes also felt challenged by corporate
traffic targets dictated by advertising-oriented business models. In addition to print subscriptions
and advertising and online monetisation strategies, the newspapers continue to pursue alternate
forms of revenue, particularly custom publishing, in-house marketing, events, speciality
publications, and e-commerce. Parent companies in Germany and the UK have launched
initiatives to better understand and monitor audiences’ web-usage patterns and respond with
personalised content and advertising, even as most recognise that advertising alone will not fund
local journalism in the future and local news organisations have to find ways to create content and
services compelling and distinct enough that people are willing to pay for them.
These different initiatives are not making up for declines in legacy revenues and the disappearance
of the market power that in many cases made local news a very profitable business in the past
(a decline that has created an erosion of local journalistic capacity that underlines the need to
explore how new forms of collaborative, non-profit, and volunteer-based hyperlocal journalism
can supplement existing forms of local journalism). But they demonstrate the willingness of many
local news organisations to invest in developing a digital future rather than just extracting shortterm operating profits from a declining print business.
Finally, despite the challenges they face, the newspapers covered here remain dedicated to
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covering their communities, highlighting their distinctive ability to address and potentially suggest
solutions for challenges, even as competing sources of local information emerge. Citing the
trust among their readers they have cultivated over decades, they also remain optimistic about
the future of local news and its ability to survive in an increasingly digital, mobile, and platformdominated media environment.
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Appendix: List of Interviewees
Positions held at the time of the interviews

Etelä-Suomen Sanomat (Finland)
Jarkko Haukilahti, regional manager
Juha Honkonen, managing editor
Teppo Koskinen, staff writer
Markus Luukkonen, news editor
Kirsi Hakaniemi, head of digital business, Keskisuomalainen Oyj (parent company)
Silja Tenhunen, content manager, Keskisuomalainen Oyj (parent company)

Kaleva (Finland)
Kyösti Karvonen, editor-in-chief
Vesa Kärki, editor for news, culture, and sports
Niiles Nousuniemi, web editor
Janne Nyyssönen, editor for culture and features
Pia Kaitasuo, reporter
Juha Portaankorva, business manager

Ouest-France (France)
François-Xavier Lefranc, editor-in-chief
Édouard Reis Carona, editor-in-chief for digital content and innovation
Fabrice Bazard, director of digital activities
Corinne Bourbeillon, chief sub-editor of the evening edition
Eric Bullet, monetisation manager
Vincent Jarnigon, regional director for Ille-et-Vilaine

Nice-Matin (France)
Damien Allemand, chief of the digital newsroom
Aurore Malval, reporter and member of the solutions journalism team

Westfalenpost (Germany)
Jost Lübben, editor-in-chief
Michael Koch, managing editor
Torsten Berninghaus, digital editor
Kajo Fritz, section manager, regional news
Veronika Klees, business manager
Martin Körner, communications associate, Funke Mediengruppe (parent company)

Main-Post (Germany)
Andreas Kemper, managing editor
Folker Quack, theme editor
Julia Back, editor

NOZ Medien and shz.de (Germany)
Nicolas Fromm, managing editor, digital, NOZ Medien/mh:n Medien
Joachim Dreykluft, digital editor, shz.de; research and development specialist, NOZ Medien
Stefan Beuke, print editor, sh:z
Mira Nagar, digital editor, shz.de
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Huddersfield Examiner (UK)
Wayne Ankers, editor
Lauren Ballinger, executive editor
Martin Shaw, news editor
Susie Beever, breaking news reporter
Helen Harper, head of communities, Trinity Mirror Regionals (parent company)
Ed Walker, editor (digital), Trinity Mirror Regionals (parent company)
Piers North, group digital director, Trinity Mirror (parent company)

KM Media Group/Kent Messenger (UK)
Geraldine Allinson, chairman
Neil Webster, commercial director
Ian Carter, editorial director
Denise Eaton, editor
Digby Kennard, lifestyle and supplements editor

Johnston Press (UK)
Steven Thomas, director of emerging products
Martin Little, director of digital content
Mark Thompson, head of audience engagement for Yorkshire
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